3-Tesla high-resolution MR imaging of the wrist.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at 3.0 T has become increasingly available for clinical usage. Its clinical impact on diagnostic outcome compared with 1.5 T still remains unclear, however, because no larger case series have been published until now. In addition, the further development of clinical applications is still limited at 3.0 T due to the lack of availability of dedicated coils and the sensitivity of 3.0 T to artifacts. However, especially in the MR imaging of small joints, there seems to be a great potential in improving the diagnostic performance of MRI with increased signal-to-noise ratio by increasing the spatial resolution. For MR imaging of the wrist, smaller case series describe better visualization of the interosseus ligaments and the triangular fibrocartilage complex at 3.0 T compared with 1.5 T using comparable coils and imaging protocols. The diagnostic performance in the detection of cartilage lesions still remains unclear, as it remains independent of field strength on the anatomical location. This article addresses the technical considerations of using 3.0 T for wrist imaging and the initial results on clinical applications, focusing on optimized techniques for wrist imaging and the diagnostic accuracy in the detection of cartilage lesions and the important anatomical structures.